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 Review the progression from non-problematic drug use to abuse 
and dependence 

 Explore what’s the same and what’s different about medication 
abuse and illicit abuse

 To provide a background for understanding the elements of of

intervention and treatment.
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Alcohol use in primary care patients > 18 years old

A Guide to SA Services for Primary Care Clinicians, SAMHSA, 1997



 Continuum: Use-Misuse-Abuse-Dependence

 How does someone get from use to abuse?
 Why some and not others?
 Why them and not me?

 How do you go back?
 How do you prevent or intervene with the progression?
 How do you treat it once it’s an addiction?



 Moral:

The addict is weak or bad.

The drug itself is evil.

 Psychological/Sociological:

“Addictive personality”

Learned behavior: Reward theory

Family and cultural norms

 Medical “disease”:

Genetic predisposition

Neuro-chemical “imbalance” or adaptation



“Three blind men come upon an elephant…

an elephant is like a tree trunk…

an elephant is like a snake…

an elephant is like a fan…”  

What does this elephant look like to you?

What model of addiction makes sense to you?



 To feel good: get “high” or “buzzed” or “altered”

 To relax or deal with stress: “chill” or “mellow out”

 To treat  physical or emotional pain: “get relief”

 To perform better, activate, energize or enhance: “rev” or “amp up”

 To be part of a group, socialize, conform:  “fit in”

 To disinhibit or enhance intimacy or  sexuality: “loosen up”









USE….POSITIVE EFFECT or REWARD….RE-USE

 Previous reasons with expansion into other domains

 Narrowing of behavioral alternatives/increased reliance on drug

 Ignoring risk or minimizing problems as they develop

 Use continues as long as:

What’s “good” about using outweighs what’s “not so good”



 Increased frequency of use and time involved with the drug
(Occasional---Frequent---Habitual)

 Evolving pattern of recurrent problems in multiple domains:
Emotional/Interpersonal/Social
Physical/Occupational/Legal

 Continued use of the drug in spite of these problems
(Habitual---Compulsive)

 Increasing guilt/shame

 Increasing risk of physical dependence and withdrawal avoidance

 Increasing difficulty hiding, ignoring or denying problems



 Risks associated with chronicity:

Problems may not show up until after many years of abuse:
Alcoholic liver disease
Tobacco or marijuana associated lung disease

 Risks associated with acute toxicity:

Consequence may be potentially severe and immediate but relatively infrequent:
Cocaine and cardiac risk

 Escalation of medical and psychiatric co-morbidities may be interpreted as the 
reason for the drug use:

Worsening depression and/or anxiety



 Escalating use seen as attempt to get relief from poorly treated pain

 “Chemical coping”:  Over-reliance on meds for psycho-social relief

 Risk discounted because “it’s prescribed for me” and “it’s safer than street 
drugs”

 Even if recognize problems, may see as “only way to deal with pain or 
anxiety”

 If try to wean or stop:  withdrawal, untreated pain or mood disorders are 
strong triggers for relapse



 Neuro-adaptation in reward (survival) system with increasing reliance on 
the drug to maintain hedonic tone.

 Deterioration in pre-frontal cortical control system and transition from 
volitional control to compulsive, out of control use.

 Transition from pleasurable use to maintenance use and need to avoid 
physical withdrawal.



“How come if alcohol kills millions of brain cells, it never 
killed the ones that made me want to drink?”

Anonymous



Progression toward addiction is facilitated by:

 Neuro-plasticity in host in response to repeated drug exposure:

 Alterations in neuronal structure and neurotransmitters in three critical

areas of the brain:

-limbic system

-hippocampus

-prefrontal cortex



Maladaptive pattern of use leading to clinically
significant impairment or distress, manifested by:

Loss of control over amount consumed

Preoccupation with controlling use

Preoccupation with related activities

Impairment of social, occupational, or
recreational activities 

Use is continued despite persistent problems related to use
Tolerance and / or withdrawal



 Increased time “abstinent”: re-set neuro-adaptation/restore cortical function

 Mitigate or diminish craving: medication and behavioral interventions

 Address initial or ongoing reasons for use 

 Identify and learn how to respond to and avoid triggers and cues

 Decrease social risks: situations/settings/associates

 Develop alternate means of  coping with craving, pain, distress ,dysphoria



 Increase access and use of non-drug related activities and fun

 Increase social support for sobriety: Connect or reconnect

 Reinforce other sources of reward, pleasure and positive self-image

 Re-establish connection with spiritual or other source of meaning 

(god/family/community/meaningful work)

Applied and reinforced over time.




